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Purpose

The main priority for the summer was qualifying the GT333S on low caloric value fuels (500-800 Btu/scf) by testing four areas*:

- Ignition
- **Off-Grid Load Following** (topic of this presentation)
- Fuel Following
- Emissions

New key feature: Inlet guide vanes improve part-load conditions

*Sensitive information was removed from the following presentation due to proprietary rights.
Presentation Overview
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- Conclusion
Concepts

- Combustion
  - Minimum ignition energy
  - Air – fuel ratio
  - Flame stability
  - Rate of fuel flow and fuel supply pressure

- Modeling power cycles
  - Energy analysis
    - Conservation of Energy!
  - Brayton cycle with regeneration

\[
\dot{E}_{in} = \dot{E}_{out}
\]
Testing and Data Collection

Tests conducted on R&D GT333S at FlexEnergy’s Portsmouth production facility.

FUEL: Mixed natural gas and CO₂ to deliver desired heating value to engine.

DATA: Unit’s monitoring system recorded engine parameters to an automated analysis log.

Criteria: Tests were considered successful if operating limits were within limits and no faults were tripped.
Test 1 – Triple Pump-Jack Simulation

Two minute cycles were applied to test the engine’s performance throughout the Btu range of interest.
Test 1 – Triple Pump-Jack Simulation

The example below shows the load cycle denoted by kWe. Here you can see the engine was able to keep the speed (NGEN1) relatively constant by adjusting the fuel input (Fuel Request).
Test 2 – Applied Load Steps

The following test ensured:

1. Turbine generator can supply demanded power
2. The generator braking resistor (GBR) is able to absorb the power off loaded by the engine
3. Minimum power setting for continuous engine operation without triggering faults.
Test 2 – Fuel heating value of 600 Btu/scf

Natural gas was diluted to 67% the mean heating value for this test and the engine operated steady with no faults.
Test 2 – Fuel heating value of 540 Btu/scf

Further fuel dilution, the engine was unable to operate when the load demand was too low.
Test 2 – Fuel heating value of 540 Btu/scf

The test on 60% diluted natural gas provided valuable results to improve the engine control and monitoring system. At the conclusion of the fellowship, further testing was needed to verify the recommended minimum power settings.
Conclusion

Test 1
GT333S can successfully handle three pump-jack loads in the desired Btu range. Important to note, the engine speed stayed relatively constant, varying less than 1.5% from the design speed.

Test 2
GT333S can provide the necessary loads for off-grid operations running on digester gas. A recommended minimum power setting requires further testing.
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